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Abstract

This paper focuses on FDIR (Fault Detection, Isolation and
Recovery) strategies for autonomous satellite formations.
Anomalies that impact the formation geometry, the scien-
tific mission and communications are considered. Three cen-
tralised, one mixed and two distributed strategies are charac-
terised in terms of knowledge, algorithm and communication
requirements. Preliminary Petri net - based simulations al-
low the dynamics of the spacecraft states and the FDIR task
progress to be shown and the spacecraft communication links
to be displayed. First results on the robustness of the strate-
gies wrt an anomaly that would affect the FDIR itself or the
communication links are presented.

Introduction
The autonomous formation flying of multiple spacecraft to
replace a single large satellite will be an enabling techno-
logy for a number of future missions. Potential applica-
tions include synthetic apertures for surveillance and high-
resolution interferometry missions, or for taking widespread
field measurements for atmospheric survey missions (Cran-
field ).Very precise autonomous coordination and control
differentiate formations from constellations. The challenge
is to develop both the software and the hardware to allow
separate, unconnected spacecraft to function as if they were
a single, solid structure (Nasa ). Spacecraft within a for-
mation may be different from one another and the different
parts of one instrument may be distributed among several
spacecraft.
FDIR (Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery) is the means
to detect off-nominal conditions, isolate the problem to a
specific subsystem/component, and recover of vehicle sys-
tems and capabilities (NASA 2005). Formation flying brings
a new concept in FDIR, i.e. the formation has to be consi-
dered as an entity in itself. Indeed the scientific mission is
performed by the formation (and not by the individual space-
craft). Therefore specific FDIR strategies have to be con-
sidered in order to deal with formation specific failures e.g.
instrument failure, problems with the formation geometry,
inter-spacecraft communication failures.
The paper is organised as follows : after a short section on
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typical anomalies in spacecraft formations, some hints to de-
sign FDIR strategies are suggested. Then the strategies we
have designed are described with their requirements in terms
of knowledge and algorithms, and communications. Simu-
lations are then presented with first robustness results.

Typical Anomalies in Spacecraft Formations

This work focuses on anomalies stemming from the fact that
autonomous spacecraft are organised as a formation. Conse-
quently, individual spacecraft anomalies are not considered
as such. Besides we will limit our study to a functional ana-
lysis of single anomalies affecting the main functions of the
formation (though chains of consequences are considered).

Anomalies are considered in the various phases of the for-
mation life: injection into the escape orbit (spacecraft in a
stack or separately), transfer to the operational orbits, for-
mation deployment with low then high accuracy and opera-
tional use. For the paper, let us consider anomalies in ope-
rational use. There are three classes of them:

• formation geometry anomalies : spacecraft collision risks,
altered relative positions, altered orientations;

• degradation or loss of parts of the instruments;

• degradation or loss of the communication within the for-
mation, or between the formation and the ground.

These anomalies do not impact the mission in the same way:
geometry anomalies may be catastrophic for the spacecraft
and immediate reactions have to be considered. Instrument
anomalies may not affect the formation safety but may jeo-
pardize the scientific goals of the mission, therefore replan-
ning has to be considered. Inter spacecraft communication
anomalies may have consequences on the scientific mis-
sion and on the safety of the formation, especially in two-
spacecraft formations. What is more is that FDIR itself may
be affected by communication anomalies.

In order to face different kinds of anomalies that may oc-
cur in different cases of formations, e.g. two-spacecraft for-
mations and more-than-two-spacecraft formations, we have
considered various FDIR strategies.



How to Design FDIR Strategies
State of the art
Very little literature concerning FDIR for spacecraft forma-
tion is available. Nevertheless supervision and agent mo-
delling are two key elements that are considered.

(Zetocha 2000) focuses on onboard supervision for for-
mation situation assessment, resource optimisation and for-
mation - ground interface. Several questions are raised:
should supervision be centralised or distributed? How
should knowledge be shared between spececraft? How
should spacecraft data be aggregated? How should a seman-
tic protocol be designed between spacecraft and between the
formation and the ground? Formation supervision may be
implemented on a single spacecraft, on a subset of spacecraft
or on all spacecraft. This is close to the ObjectAgent cluster
manager in (Sherwood et al. 2001). Centralised supervision
is easier to implement but may create a single point of fail-
ure. Moreover each spacecraft must be able to communicate
its state to the supervisor spacecraft and conversely to get
and execute the orders.

A distributed approach is suggested in (Guettier & Poncet
2001) with each spacecraft considered as an agent with its
own perception - decision - reaction loop. A leader agent
is designated by the formation for mission management and
goal allocation, and the other agents manage their local plan
to meet their own goals. Such a distributed supervision is
more difficult and expensive to implement, but it is more
fault-tolerant. The same kind of approach is also considered
in (Bonnet-Torrès & Tessier 2005) for replanning after the
occurrence of a disruptive event in a robot team.

A whole multiagent architecture is described in (Schet-
ter, Campbell, & Surka 2003): at the formation level, agent
DecMakFailAgent monitors the spacecraft health, de-
tects failures and triggers formation reconfiguration. Agent
PlanReconfAgent optimises spacecraft positions after a
failure to maximise scientific return.
At the spacecraft level, four agent levels are defined:

• I4: the spacecraft can receive and execute orders and tasks
from the other agents and from the ground; this is the state
of the art for most spacecraft today;

• I3: the spacecraft can plan and re-plan locally; it is the
case for EO-1 (Tran et al. 2005);

• I2: the spacecraft can interact with the other spacecraft
within the formation (e.g. to coordinate or negotiate in
case of conflictual requests), which needs at least a partial
knowledge on the other agents;

• I1: the spacecraft can manage and plan for all the oth-
ers within the formation, which needs a full knowledge
on the others; for example, the spacecraft may compute
a new formation configuration and allocate new relative
positions.

Four possible architectures are suggested:
(1) master-slave coordination (an I1-agent plans for all the
formation and the other I4-agents execute orders);
(2) centralised coordination (an I1-agent selects the best
plans among those suggested by I2 or I3 - agents);

(3) distributed coordination (several I1-agents are imple-
mented, the others are I2 or I3 - agents);
(4) each agent is an I1-agent.
These architectures are a basis for the strategies we are de-
cribing in this paper.

Finally an important issue is dealt with in (McQuade et al.
2001), i.e. the fact that a spacecraft can or cannot perform
reconfiguration after a failure. For example, in case of a
collision risk between two spacecraft, the case when both of
them can manoeuvre and the case when only one of them
can are quite different.

Basic Features

Several basic features are worth highlighting when design-
ing FDIR strategies for autonomous spacecraft formations:

• spacecraft collaborate within the formation; indeed they
have been designed to fulfil a common scientific goal;

• consequently, the formation in itself can be regarded as a
decision agent for FDIR;

• FDIR must be embedded in the global autonomy architec-
ture; it is not an independent function and must be part of
the various autonomy functions: Detection (D) belongs to
situation monitoring, Isolation (I) to situation assessment
and Recovery (R) to reaction and planning;

• the FDIR strategy must be designed in accordance with
the type of formation: master-slave formation, homoge-
neous formation, etc.

Strategies

Centralised, mixed and distributed strategies are put for-
ward, so as a reference individual strategy. Each one is char-
acterised by the D, I and R knowledge and algorithms that
are necessary and where they have to be implemented, and
the communication requirements.
The following notations will be used:
F : the set of the spacecraft within the formation, F =
{S1, ..., SN};
N : the number of spacecraft within the formation, N = |F |;
A: the set of the formation anomalies ak,
A =

⋃
ATn

= ATgeom
∪ATinstr

∪ATcomm
∪ATothers

with:
ATgeom

the subset of the geometry anomalies,
ATinstr

the subset of the instrument anomalies,
ATcomm

the subset of the communication anomalies,
ATothers

the subset of the possible other anomalies;
Ai : the subset of the anomalies that spacecraft Si may de-
tect;
Dak

Si
: Detection function on spacecraft Si for anomaly ak

(same definitions for Iak

Si
(Isolation) and Rak

Si
(Recovery));

Protocol: protocol for common situation awareness within
the formation;
Cgr : communications between the current spacecraft and
the ground;
CSi

: communications between the current spacecraft and
spacecraft Si.



Individual Strategy
S-indiv: each spacecraft performs its own FDIR without
communicating with the others (figure 1).
Requirements:

∀Si ∈ F, Si →
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A: each

spacecraft Si carries all the knowledge and algorithms for
the D, I and R functions, and each spacecraft communicates
with the ground (arrows toward ground on figure 1).

Indeed it is not really a formation FDIR since there is no

FDIR

FDIR

FDIR

Figure 1: Individual strategy

communication between spacecraft. Nevertheless we keep
it as the reference strategy.

Centralised Strategies
Master Centralised Strategy S-centr-mast: one of the
spacecraft (always the same one) within the formation -
SFDIR - performs FDIR for the whole formation (figure 2).
Requirements: ∃Sj ∈ F, Sj = SFDIR, Sj →
0
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: SFDIR carries all the
spacecraft knowledge and algorithms for the D, I and
R functions, SFDIR communicates with all the other
spacecraft and conversely (double arrows on figure 2), and
SFDIR communicates with the ground.

FDIR

D, I, R

(D)

(D)

Figure 2: Master centralised strategy

Opportunistic Centralised Strategy S-centr-opp: one
of the spacecraft (the spacecraft that can better deal with the
current anomaly) - SFDIR - performs FDIR for the whole
formation (figure 3). An example is S-centr-opp-expert:
SFDIR is the spacecraft that is skilled at dealing with the
type of the current anomaly.

FDIR

FDIR

FDIR

D, I−comm, R−comm

D, I−instr, R−instr

D, I−geom, R−geom

Figure 3: Opportunistic centralised strategy

Requirements: let STn

FDIR be a spacecraft that carries the

expertise for Tn-type anomalies (e.g. S
Tgeom

FDIR is an expert
for geometry anomalies). Other spacecraft are simply noted
Si. ∀Tn, S
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A:

STn

FDIR carries all the FDIR knowledge and algorithms for
anomalies it is an expert of, and STn

FDIR communicates with
the ground and with all the other spacecraft.
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A: Si carries the D knowl-

edge and algorithms for anomalies it is sensitive to.
Moreover, it must be able to characterise the type of the
anomaly and send it to the expert.

Global Centralised Strategy S-centr-glob: S-centr-mast
or S-centr-opp is applied only at the global formation level
and each spacecraft manages the local projections of the
global FDIR individually (figure 4).
Example: a global reconfiguration order reset instrument
from SFDIR is interpreted at the local Si level as e.g. re-
set detector mirror position.

FDIR

fdir

fdir

fdir

local D, I, R

formation D, I, R

local D, I, R

Figure 4: Global centralised strategy



Mixed Strategy

S-mix: FDIR is integrated at each equipement or func-
tional level. FDIR is therefore hierarchical and is performed
“close to“ the anomaly: the first level is the equipment level,
then the spacecraft function level, then the formation sub-set
functional level and finally the global formation level (fig-
ure 5).
Requirements:
(1) for equipements and functions that are implemented on
only one spacecraft: the requirements are the same as for S-
centr-opp;
(2) for equipements and functions that are shared between
several spacecraft: any centralised or distributed strategy
may be implemented on this sub-formation.

FDIR

FDIR fdir
fdir

fdir

fdir

fdir

fdir

EquipmentEquipmentEquipment

FunctionFunction

Function

D, I, RD, I, RD, I, R

D, I, RD, I, R

D, I, R

Figure 5: Mixed strategy and hierarchical FDIR

Distributed Strategies

Common Distributed Strategy S-distrib-comm: data
are shared - according to a predefined protocol - so as to
elaborate a common situation assessment and a common re-
covery decision from local points of view (figure 6). For
example, a common conjecture elaboration process such as
(Fiorino 1998) may be implemented.
Requirements: this strategy inherits the reference strategy S-
indiv. At best each spacecraft carries all the knowledge and
algorithms for D, I, R:
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or some spacecraft have less comprehensive knowledge and
it will be expanded during common situation and solution
elaboration. At least each spacecraft must be able to com-
municate with its neighbour and at least one spacecraft
within the formation must be able to communicate with the

ground.

FDIR

local D, I, R

local D, I, R

local D, I, R

common D, I, R

+ Protocol

Figure 6: Common distributed strategy

Individual Distributed Strategy S-distrib-indiv: each
spacecraft performs its own FDIR from its local point of
view with the goal of a global formation FDIR. A protocol
(e.g. a voting protocol) has to be implemented to check the
consistency of the locally elaborated FDIR (figure 7).
Requirements: this strategy also inherits the reference strat-
egy S-indiv but in this case, each spacecraft must carry all
the knowledge and algorithms for the three FDIR functions,
∀Si ∈ F, Si →
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At least each spacecraft must be able to communicate with
its neighbour and at least one spacecraft within the forma-
tion must be able to communicate with the ground.

FDIR
FDIR

D, I, R (local point of view)

D, I, R (local point of view)

D, I, R (local point of view)

Consistency

FDIR

FDIR

Figure 7: Individual distributed strategy

Simulations
Approach
Preliminary functional simulations have been carried out
with ProCoSA (see Appendix), a Petri net - based super-
vision and control tool dedicated to highly autonomous ve-
hicles. Simulations aim at (1) checking that the strategies
cannot reach deadlocks and (2) showing the consequences
of FDIR failures (i.e. spacecraft failures that would damage
the FDIR function itself) and inter-spacecraft communica-
tion failures. The approach is as follows:



• three states are represented for each spacecraft: nominal,
anomaly, recovery (state-Si Petri nets);

• FDIR is represented in FDIR-Si Petri nets by states:
nominal-formation, D (detection), I (isolation), R (recov-
ery elaboration) and a reaction state allowing the forma-
tion to be secured (e.g. with a distancing manoeuvre)
while recovery is elaborated;

• communication links between spacecraft are represented.

Examples
Master Centralised Strategy S-centr-mast is simulated
with a two-satellite formation without loss of generality. Let
S1 be SFDIR.

Figure 8: S-centr-mast with ProCoSA

Figure 9: Communication links for S-centr-mast

(See figure 8) An anomaly within the formation makes
one of the state-Si (etat-Si) Petri net pass from the nominal

(normal) to the anomaly state (en panne) whereas FDIR-S1

net passes from the nominal to the D S1 state. Then
FDIR-S1 passes to state (I S1, reactifS1) meaning that a
security reaction and Isolation are performed at the same
time. Indeed, as FDIR-S1 carries all the FDIR knowledge
and algorithms, only FDIR-S1 can perform a reaction,
even if the anomaly is detected on another spacecraft.
FDIR-S1 then passes to state (R S1, reactifS1) meaning
that the actions necessary to recovery are computed while
the reaction goes on. Then each state-Si net passes to state
on-going reconfiguration (reconf en cours), then back to
nominal, while FDIR-S1 goes back to the nominal state.

The global view of the ProCoSA project (figure 9) shows
the communication links between FDIR-S1 and state-Si: Si

sends anomaly events to FDIR-S1 and FDIR-S1 sends re-
configuration orders to Si. The grey boxes represent the
state simulation processes of Si.

Common Distributed Strategy S-distrib-comm is sim-
ulated with a three-satellite formation without loss of gen-
erality. Each spacecraft has the same role for this strategy
therefore they are represented the same way (figures 10 and
11):

Figure 10: FDIR nets for S-distrib-comm

Figure 11: state nets for S-distrib-comm

For each spacecraft Si, the protocol is implemented with
two Petri nets (figure 12):

• FDIR-Si-niv-1 always listens to anomaly (transition
recoit anom) or protocol (transition recoit mess) messages;
• FDIR-Si-niv-2 allows to: deal with a new anomaly or
with a new protocol message; postpone the processing of
an anomaly if a protocol is already running until it receives
the new situation assessment; deal with protocol message
arrivals when another protocol is running; end protocol
when a consensus is reached (Fiorino 1998).

The global view of the ProCoSA project (figure 13)



Figure 12: Protocol for S-distrib-comm - S2

shows the messages that are sent and received by spacecraft
Si:

Figure 13: Communication links for S-distrib-comm

Some Results

First analyses and simulations have given some hints about
strategy robustness wrt (1) failures that would damage the
FDIR function itself and (2) intra-formation communication
failures.

Robustness wrt FDIR Failure Table 1 shows that cen-
tralised strategies are less robust to FDIR failures than dis-
tributed strategies. Nevertheless robustness could be en-
hanced if each Si carries redundant FDIR knowledge and
algorithms and can communicate with the other spacecraft.
In return the cost would be higher.
As far as distributed strategies are concerned, they are all
the more robust to FDIR failures as they are implemented in

Strategy FDIR failure Effect
S-indiv on Si Si cannot perform its

own FDIR
S-centr-mast on SFDIR formation FDIR is

lost
S-centr-opp on STn

FDIR formation FDIR for
Tn anomalies is lost

S-centr-glob on SFDIR no more global
FDIR, local OK

S-mix on subsystem implicit FDIR redun-
dancy at lower or
higher levels

S-distrib-comm on Si OK if protocol al-
lows for missing Si

S-distrib-indiv on Si OK if protocol al-
lows for missing Si

Table 1: Effects of an FDIR Failure

larger formations, e.g. a eight-satellite formation like Dar-
win (Bagnasco & El Hamel 2001).

Robustness wrt Intra-Formation Communication Fail-
ures In table 2, Si ↔ Sj means “communication between
spacecraft Si and Sj”.
As far as centralised strategies are concerned, degraded
cases exist beside total loss of FDIR: (1) SFDIR cannot re-
ceive one Si telemetry, then D and I are performed with-
out Si data; (2) one Si cannot receive SFDIR telecommand,
then R is performed without Si.
As far as distributed strategies are concerned, the worst case
is when no more communication is available: as spacecraft
carry their own knowledge and algorithms, those strategies
are degraded in the reference strategy S-indiv.

Strategy Comm failure Effect
S-indiv - -
S-centr-mast SFDIR ↔ Si formation FDIR is

lost
S-centr-opp STn

FDIR ↔ Si formation FDIR
for Tn anomalies
is lost

S-centr-glob SFDIR ↔ Si no more global
FDIR, local OK

S-mix Si ↔ Sj shared
subsystem

implicit FDIR re-
dundancy at lower
or higher levels

S-distrib-comm Si ↔ Si+1 OK if Si ↔ Sj OK
or protocol allows
for missing Si

S-distrib-indiv Si ↔ Sj OK if protocol al-
lows for missing Si

Table 2: Effects of Communication Failures



Conclusion
FDIR strategies for autonomous satellite formations have
been designed and simulated and first results on the robust-
ness of the strategies wrt a failure that would affect the FDIR
itself or the intra-formation communication links have been
presented.

On-going work focuses on assessing the different strate-
gies on different cases, i.e. different kinds of anomalies
within different kinds of formations (e.g. two satellites,
three satellites and four aligned satellites), during differ-
ent flight phases. The aim of this work is to determine the
best suited strategies for triplets (type of formation, type of
anomaly, flight phase) so as to select the “best” strategies
to be embedded in a global autonomy architecture. Indeed
Detection and Isolation belong to the situation monitoring
and assessment process and Reconfiguration is part of the
planning-replaning process therefore FDIR should not be
implemented as a separate function. A specification of FDIR
strategies within a whole autonomy architecture for space-
craft formation is currently being considered.

Appendix: ProCoSA
A Petri net < P, T, F,B > is a bipartite graph with two
types of nodes: P is a finite set of places; T is a finite set
of transitions (David & Alla 2005). Arcs are directed and
represent the forward incidence function F : P × T → N

and the backward incidence function B : P × T → N

respectively. The marking of a Petri net is defined as
function M : P → N: tokens are associated with places.
The evolution of tokens within the net follows transition
firing rules. Petri nets allow sequencing, parallelism and
synchronization to be easily represented. An interpreted
Petri net is such that conditions and events are associated
with transitions.

ProCoSA (Barbier et al. 2006) is a software environment
meant for controlling and monitoring highly autonomous
systems. System autonomy is usually obtained by putting
together various functions, among which: data analysis (sen-
sor data, monitoring data, operator’s inputs), nominal mis-
sion monitoring and control (vehicle and payload control
actions), decision (management of disruptive events, replan-
ning). These functions, which are often developed as sepa-
rate subsystems, have to co-operate in order to fulfil the au-
tonomous system behaviour requirements for the specified
missions. More precisely, the needs are the following:

• off-line tasks: specification of the co-operation proce-
dures between subsystem software; subsystem coding for
embedded operation;

• on-line tasks: procedure monitoring, event monitoring,
and management of the dialog with the operator.

ProCoSA includes the following components:

• EdiPet, a graphical interface for Petri nets which is used
both by the developer for procedure design and by the
operator for execution monitoring;

• JdP, the Petri net player, that executes the procedures,
fires the event-triggered transitions of the Petri nets and

synchronises the activation of the associated sub-system
functions; a socket-based communication protocol allows
data to be exchanged with external subsystem software;

• Tiny, a Lisp interpreter dedicated to distributed embedded
applications.

The Petri nets used by ProCoSA are interpreted Petri nets:
triggering events such as activation or event generation re-
quests are attached to the transitions. Timers can be pro-
grammed: a special activation request enables a timer vari-
able to be instantiated, which allows actions with a limited
duration to be modelled.

The ProCoSA procedures are used to model the desired
behaviours of the autonomous system; the hierarchical mod-
elling features offered by ProCoSA enable to structure the
whole application in a generic way: at the highest descrip-
tion level, generic behaviours can be described, regardless of
the characteristics of a given vehicle; at the lowest level, they
specify the sequences of elementary actions to be performed
by the vehicle or the payloads; this modular approach en-
ables a quick adaptation to system changes (e.g. taking into
account a new payload).

An important feature of ProCoSA lies in the fact that there
is no code translation step between the Petri net procedures
and their execution: they are directly interpreted by the Petri
net player, thus avoiding any supplementary error causes.

ProCoSA finally includes a verification tool, which makes
use of the Petri net analysis techniques to check that some
”good” properties are satisfied by the procedures, both at the
single procedure level and at the whole project level (that is
to say taking into account inter-net connections); the follow-
ing properties are checked: place safety (not more than one
token per Petri net place), detection of dead markings (dead-
locks), detection of cyclic firing sequences (loops).
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